
The character education 
theme for December is 
TRUSTWORTHINESS! 

Vocabulary words include;  
Dependable, Truthful, Honest, 

Honorable, Predictable, 
Consistency, Reliable 

 
There will be a toy drive this 

month for those in our 
community who are struggling to 

make this a special holiday 
season. Please send in  

unwrapped new  toys. They will 
be wrapped here and delivered 
to the appropriate age children. 

DECEMBER NEWSLETTER 2013 

December Calendar 
3-13—Holiday Toy Drive 
5—Picture make up day 
6—PTO Holiday Shoppe 
6– WEAR AN  AMPS, MILLER 
PLACE or RED shirt. 
6– Lock Down Practice Drill 
7—PTO Santa Breakfast at 
AMPS 
11—Board of Education 
Meeting 7:30 pm 
13– Pajama Movie Night @ 
MPHS—Santa Clause (See 
flyer section for details) 
December 23-January 5  
Vacation 
January 6—Return to school 

AMPS  
Be Safe, Be Happy, Learn A Lot 

Academic Alley 
Mathematics fluency is critical for students. Memorizing math facts increases students 
speed and proficiency. It allows more time to evaluate problems and solve complicated 
real world issues related to logic.  It also increases the chance that they will learn to 
love math.   
Spending time playing games together at the kitchen table or in the car can truly help 
students gain mathematical minds and logical reasoning skills. Here are just a few ideas 
you can try with a regular deck of cards: 
 War and Gin Rummy  
 Try this card game for addition, subtraction and  algebra. You will need three people. 

Two people hold a card facing each other on their foreheads (you can not see your 
own card) the third person adds up the cards. Each person has to guess the card on 
their forehead by determining the missing amount. If the players are of equal math 
ability, you can see who guesses first. If they are not, each player can have a cer-
tain amount of time. Either you can take the picture cards out of the deck or use 
them as ten points each. As you get better at the game, you can assign them points. 

Specialty decks or games: 
 Uno is a great card game related to matching. 
 SET is an excellent card game related to patterning. 
 Dominoes 
 Rummikub 
In the car: 
 Try figuring out the number of exits between the one you are passing and the exit 

you will leave the highway. 
 Review basic math addition and subtraction facts.  
 Count lamp posts. 
 Count the number of cars of specific colors 
 
We have added links to the AMPS website. The Learn Zillion links will show you each of 
the standards. The second grade link has icons that will show you short videos 3-5 
minutes to familiarize you with common core teaching strategies. There are also some 
other sites for students to enjoy while learning. 

CHARACTER CORNER 
Bucket Fillers—A guide to daily happiness for kids 

The Bucket Fillers program is a developmentally appropriate philosophy that 
promotes student understanding of what words help make people feel good 
and which ones do not. This philosophy is based on a book titled “Have You 

Filled a Bucket Today? A Guide to Daily Happiness for Kids”. Each classroom has a copy of the book 
which is referenced throughout the year. Students  have the opportunity to practice kindness by recognizing kindness in 
themselves and others through a variety of classroom activities. The language that the Bucket Fillers brings to Andrew 
Muller is consistent throughout the building. When someone does something that makes you feel good, they are a bucket 
filler. When someone has done something to make you feel bad—they are being a bucket dipper. Some people think that 
when they dip in your bucket it will make their bucket feel full, but it never does. Here at Andrew Muller students learn 
what words and actions make people happy so we can all practice being Bucket Fillers. 
 



 
Mystery readers— Classroom teachers have determined dates 
and times assigned for readers that integrate into the curricular 
day. If it is approved by the teacher, the reader may be any-
one in your family. The teacher will need to know exactly who 
is coming prior to you arrival so they can let the security desk 
know. If we do not know in advance, the person/child will not 
be let into the building. If you are bringing a sibling it must be 
outside the hours of their school day. 

 
Photos of the student’s 
who were exemplary  
citizens in September 
and October are posted 
in the photos section of 
the website. We will con-
tinue to update the site 
with fun pictures of 
AMPS events. 


